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UPCOMING EVENTS

PUBLICATIONS
Policy Briefs
L.Codogno, "European Economics Notebook"
Are Renzi’s reforms running out of steam?
C. Bastasin, "The risk of a sudden bank run is underestimated in
Athens as well as in Brussels"
The graph (see attachement) below shows the development of the
Greek real GDP since the launch of the euro, relative to the real GDP
of the euroarea...

June 3, "Trade
(dis)integration and
imbalances in the EMU”
June 18, La
disuguaglianza, Jean
Paul Fitoussi SciencesPo
Un welfare così è ancora
welfare?, Maurizio
Ferrera Università di
Milano
June 22, "Reflections on
the Euro”

PAST EVENTS
May 7, 2015 "Capire la
crisi. Le conseguenze"
May 12, 2015 "Problemi e
prospettive dell’economia
europea: uno sguardo da
Washington"

Working Papers
S.Micossi, "The monetary policy of the European Central Bank"
This paper examines the policies pursued by the European Central
Bank (ECB) since the inception of the euro. The ECB was originally
set up to pursue price stability, with an eye also to economic growth
and financial stability as subsidiary goals, once the primary goal was
secured.
P.Benigno, S.Nisticò, "NonNeutrality of OpenMarket Operations"
Unconventional monetary policy can have consequences for inflation
and output because of income losses on centralbank balance sheet.
C. Giannetti, "Debt concentration of European Firms"
This paper investigates the level of debt specialization across
European firms relying on a crosscountry comparable sample of
manufacturing firms. We find that a number of firm characteristics –
such as firm size and age – help predict the firm composition of the
various types of debts (i.e. debt specialization) but not the level of
each debt share...

MASTER PROGRAM

May 14, 2015 "Tangled
governance: international
regime complexity in the
Euro crisis"

NEW: Master in European Economic Governance 2015/16

EVENTS

May 15, 2015 "Dalla crisi
economica alla unione
politica? Presente e
futuro dell’Unione
Europea"

Randall Henning
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